
04 February 2009

10:00 - 11:00

Date and Location -------------------------

Guillaume,  James, Steve,  Kostas,  Alvaro, Sergio, Angela, Christos,  Guiseppe,  Jinny,  Kai,  Emir,  Joanna,  

Marcin, Steve, John, Ioannis, ...

Apologies: Cyril, Gilles

Attendees ---------------------------------

Subject -------------------------------------

______________________________________________________________________________

NCG release - Did a broadcast

   Main features - GOCDB interface + NDOutils
Some stuff need fixing… 

Guiseppe : Looks good for site level.

Most ROCs are trying it out right now - France is explicitly not doing anything
CESGA is going to look for SWE.

Still outstanding to send ARCH/code to SEE.

Minutes.

Integration week in April ?
Emir : Good - first week of April;

CIC meeting in Bologna 30-1st.
CERN week 6th.

Meet in Catania - James to send meeting invite to see if tue or thurs is better

Meeting

Finalize doc
Present to OSCT F2F next month
Ask OSCT to integrate their existing probes into nagios

Daniel: OSCT working on a risk analysis overview to see what is needed in the future.  

e.g. how can users see the results of the probes
Need overview of architecture.

Site run their probes - sites decide if they want this published. 
Site security challenges - should be run from the ROC.
Christos : Should sites be able to see the results of their security results ?
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Christos : Should sites be able to see the results of their security results ?
James:  I think so. - that's our general principle.
John : allow site to see their own vunerablities

James;  Good to see how and where the tests/probes should run. e.g. on WN, Service node, on 
local nagios, site nagios.
Daniel: Currently WN since that's where we get from SAM.

CESGA will work on this.  http://www3.egee.cesga.es/gridsite/metrics/CESGA/egee_view.php

Focus on reporting. - setup meeting with Maite.

MSA 1.3

Guiseppe: Milestones

Existing bug to not overwrite the existing config ?
Emir: Already fixed.
Steve: default is now to not overwrite. 

Multiple VO support:  Should be done by end of Feb. Need to change the name

Emir: Do we need NDO on sites?
James:  ndo2fs now exists -we could use that too.
Emir:  don't want to run another DB
James: We can add another one.

Emir:  Passive test results - how to get them back.  Now rewrite to use Nagios::Plugin - doesn't 
support Nag3.  
James:  Can we patch Nagios::Plugin

Emir:  64 bit UI.  
James:  Andreas Unterkircher said they'd give us tarballs.

AOB

GOCDB + Regional Dashboard + Accoubnting  - Timescales, milestones and architecture
Thur 19th Feb

Next meeting:
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